
 Intrusive Igneous Rocks 

After carefully reading this lecture you should be able to: 

• Describe the rock cycle and the types of processes that lead to the formation of 

igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks, and explain why there is an active 

rock cycle on Earth 

• Explain partial melting and the geological processes that lead to melting 

• Describe, in general terms, the range of chemical compositions of magmas 

• Discuss the processes that take place during the cooling and crystallization of 

magma, and the typical order of crystallization according to the Bowen reaction 

series 

• Explain how magma composition can be changed by fractional crystallization and 

partial melting of the surrounding rocks 

• Apply the criteria for igneous rock classification based on mineral proportions 

• Describe the origins of phaneritic, porphyritic, and pegmatitic textures 

• Identify plutons on the basis of their morphology and their relationships to the 

surrounding rocks 

• Explain the origin of a chilled margin. 

 

A rock is a consolidated mixture of the same or different minerals. By consolidated, 

we mean hard and strong;! A mixture of minerals implies the presence of more than 

one mineral grain, but not necessarily more than one type of mineral .A rock can be 

composed of only one type of mineral (e.g., limestone is commonly made up of only 

calcite), but most rocks are composed of several different minerals. A rock can also 

include non-minerals, such as fossils or the organic matter within a coal bed or in 

some types of mudstone. Rocks are grouped into three main categories based on 

how they form: 

Igneous: formed from the cooling and crystallization of magma (molten rock) 

Sedimentary: formed when weathered fragments of other rocks are buried, 

compressed, and cemented together, or when minerals precipitate directly from 

solution 



Metamorphic: formed by alteration (due to heat, pressure, and/or chemical action) 

of a pre-existing igneous or sedimentary rock. 

The Rock Cycle 
The rock components of the crust are slowly but constantly being changed from one 

form to another and the processes involved are summarized in the rock cycle 

(Figure 1). The rock cycle is driven by two forces: (1) Earth’s internal heat engine, 

which moves material around in the core and the mantle and leads to slow but 

significant changes within the crust, and (2) the hydrological cycle, which is the 

movement of water, ice, and air at the surface, and is powered by the sun. The rock 

cycle is still active on Earth because our core is hot enough to keep the mantle 

moving, our atmosphere is relatively thick, and we have liquid water. On some other 

planets or their satellites, such as the Moon, the rock cycle is virtually dead because 

the core is no longer hot enough to drive mantle convection and there is no 

atmosphere or liquid water. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1  A schematic view of the rock cycle 

 

In describing the rock cycle, we can start anywhere we like, although it’s convenient 

to start with magma. As we’ll see in more detail below, magma is rock that is hot to 

the point of being entirely molten. This happens at between about 800° and 1300°C, 



depending on the composition and the pressure, onto the surface and cool quickly 

(within seconds to years) — forming extrusive igneous rock. Magma can either 

cool slowly within the crust (over centuries to millions of years) — forming intrusive 

igneous rock, or erupt onto the surface and cool quickly (within seconds to years) — 

forming extrusive igneous rock. Intrusive igneous rock typically crystallizes at 

depths of hundreds of metres to tens of kilometres below the surface. To change its 

position in the rock cycle, intrusive igneous rock has to be uplifted and exposed by 

the erosion of the overlying rocks. Through the various plate-tectonics-related 

processes of mountain building, all types of rocks are uplifted and exposed at the 

surface. Once exposed, they are weathered, both physically (by mechanical breaking 

of the rock) and chemically (by weathering of the minerals), and the weathering 

products — mostly small rock and mineral fragments —are eroded, transported, and 

then deposited as sediments. Transportation and deposition occur through the 

action of glaciers, streams, waves, wind, and other agents, and sediments are 

deposited in rivers, lakes, deserts, and the ocean. Unless they are re-eroded and 

moved along, sediments will eventually be buried by more sediments. At depths of 

hundreds of metres or more, they become compressed and cemented into 

sedimentary rock. Again through various means, largely resulting from plate-

tectonic forces, different kinds of rocks are either uplifted, to be re-eroded, or buried 

deeper within the crust where they are heated up, squeezed, and changed into 

metamorphic rock. 

 

 


